WESTMORLAND DAMSON ASSOCIATION

CARE AND PRUNING OF DAMSON TREES
by Peter Cartmell

Pruning is done mainly to: keep the tree in good health, produce a pleasing and manageable shape and ease picking.
Many people worry too much about pruning damsons, traditionally in Westmorland they have been left alone. This can of course result in a very tall tree with top branches very difficult to pick.
It is usually sufficient when pruning, to clean out the dead and damaged wood which tends to form under the canopy reducing light, looking untidy and making a barrier of small scratchy branches which are a nuisance when picking.
To prevent excessively tall growth it may be advisable to cut the top off the leader shoot when the tree is young and about 6 feet tall. Damson branches get brittle when elderly and if a very vigorous young branch is growing almost horizontally, it might be advisable to trim the end of this too otherwise it may snap off in later years in snow or storms.  Some growers retain and support these long branches by using props, as a horizontal branch does contribute to the show of blossom and is easy to pick.
Damson blossom is attractive and if the tree is grown for appearance rather than crop the height and shape of the tree may not be so important. Wood that has been removed should not be allowed to decay around the tree as it is likely to contain spores of a variety of fungus infections.
As damsons blossom in early to mid April, it is recommended to prune fairly quickly after the blossom has fallen. This is said to reduce the incidence of Silver Leaf which is one of the fungi mentioned above.
Damsons trees are fairly resistant to rot as they exude a gummy sap when cut, which helps to seal the wound. It is not usually necessary to remove large branches but if this is done branches should be cut offclose but not into the main stem. It is inadvisable to attack a mature tree by heavily cutting back main leaders and branches. If for some reason this has to be done, it is possibly better left until the Autumn. Very drastic pruning should be spread over two or more years to lessen the effect on the health of the tree. An old damson tree will sometimes die if cut back too far.  Survival is unpredictable and occasionally the result of heavy pruning is a number of new strong vertical shoots near the cuts which look rather out of place.
It has been known for growers to leave the removal of tree tops or high branches until fruit picking time in late September so as not to waste the fruit on these normally inaccessible places. No serious damage results.
A properly cultivated damson tree should look uncluttered, open and fairly symmetrical in shape. If it looks pleasing it is probably all right. If a damson tree is not producing fruit it is unlikely that pruning will improve matters.
If a tree is elderly, extremely misshapen, too tall, or too near property, it is often advisable to let a root sucker grow as a replacement and fell the old tree when the sucker is a few feet tall and can be seen to be healthy and well established. These suckers may be transplanted if necessary.
Damson trees tend naturally to grow into rather a tortuous shape. Apart from aesthetics and picking problems this does no harm. Very little pruning is done in commercial damson orchards simply to produce a better shape. As these growers have found, it is probably better to leave things alone.
The above advice is for normal orchard trees. Although not done locally in the Lyth Valley, it is possible to train damsons into fans and other shapes. Anything possible for plums is likely to apply to damsons.
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